OUR MISSION & VISION
The Indianapolis Chamber Orchestra’s
mission is to advance music composed
for the small orchestra through
professional performances, education
programs and community engagement
programs. ICO strives to be a vital part
of the wider Indianapolis community by
serving and reflecting all segments of
the population. ICO's mission is based
on the conviction that the uplifting
experience of live music celebrating the
broad diversity of musical expression
has the power to enrich our lives and
communities.

Our Commitments to Diversity,
Equity, & Inclusion
1. ICO is committed to DEI
organizational policies and
practices that are consistent and
intentional.
2. ICO is committed to building an
organization that reflects our
community in every facet: board,
musicians, staff, and audience.
3. ICO is creating concerts,
education programs, and
community engagement activities
that embrace a diverse array of
classical music experiences
4. WHY: Through meaningful DEI
work, ICO will continue to present
artistically excellent and innovative
concerts that better serve, engage,
and reflect the wonderfully diverse
community of Indianapolis with
classical music.

Current Examples of DEI Work
ICO has a Creative Partner-inResidence focused on DEI artistic
projects, program notes, radio
broadcasts, and a capstone
performance.
ICO actively works with a DEI
consultant and is a co-hort of
fellow Catalyst Fund Incubator
Grant recipients from the League
of American Orchestras.
ICO regularly performs works by
composers and with guest artists
from the BIPOC, LGBTQ+, and
other underrepresented groups.
ICO commissions and performs
new works tied to social issues.
ICO partners with community
centers, IPS schools, Sphinx, and
more to develop and support the
projects they need

Guest Artist and Cellist, Sterling Elliott

ICO Quick Facts
Professional Orchestra in Residence at
Schrott Center for the Arts, Butler Arts
Center
ICO was featured in an Emmy® Winning
commissioned work and performance of
"Peacemakers" by James Aikman.
Annual Budget of $900,000 with
$30,000 directed to solely DEI efforts
ICO has a Creative Partner-in-Residence
A Member of the National Alliance for

Scan Here to Watch
an ICO Performance

Audition Support since 2020.

INTERESTED IN
SUPPORTING OUR WORK?

2022 Composition Winner,
Kyle Rivera

We would love to talk to you!
Please contact us by phone or
email with any questions or
ideas.
CONTACT US
4603 Clarendon Rd
info@icomusic.org
317-940-9607

Matthew Kraemer, Music
Director and Joshua Thompson
Creative Partner-In-Residence

